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A regular meeting of the talpole mlanning Board was held on qhursdayI jarch ONI OMNP 
at TWMM pKmK in the qown eall jain jeeting ooomK  qhe following members were 
presentW  bdward corsbergI Chairman; oichard kottebartI sice Chairman; gohn jurtaghI 
Clerk; gohn ConroyI oichard jazzoccaI and jargaret talkerI qown bngineerK 
 
jrK corsberg opened the meeting at TWMQ pKmK 
 
N4 oenmar Avenue re: request for modification:  qhe applicant was represented by 
AttyK jichael Cabral of delerman C CabralI PM talpole ptreetI korwoodI jAK  ee 
stated that the woning Board voted to allow outside storageI so they are here tonight 
looking to NF amend the fence line from the original site plans to enclose only a portion of 
the property instead of the entire boundary line; OF amend the landscape plan; andI PF add 
outdoor storage at the north side of the propertyK  jrK Cabral asked that the board 
consider those three items be a minor modification to an existing site planK  Also present 
was the applicant’s engineerI Chris hirbyI who submitted a revised planK  ee stated the 
original fence was gated and ran all around the propertyI but now it doesn’tK  qhe fire 
department will have direct access to the buildingK  qhe dumpster was movedI but it is 
still screened and the number of parking spaces will remain the sameK  qhe applicant 
originally offered to run the fence all the way around the siteK  jrK corsberg questioned 
using the area by the high tensions as that wasn’t part of our original decisionK  jrK hirby 
stated that the woning Board restricted that areaI but then lifted the restrictionK  jrK 
Conroy questioned why there would be a gate with no fence and oich pacconeI the 
applicantI stated it is a power line gateK 
 
jrK corsberg stated we need to determine whether this is a minor or major modificationK  
ee stated he doesn’t have an issue with the plantings or the fenceI but does have a 
problem with outside storageK  jrK Cabral stated they are requesting this be considered a 
minor modification because outside storage is allowed as a matter of right in the ij 
districtK  jrK corsberg stated he feels the abutters need to be noticedK  jrK Cabral stated 
they were noticed of the special permit with regard to the outside storageK  jrK jazzocca 
asked if anyone was at the hearing and jrK Cabral stated noK  jrK jurtagh asked what 
they are proposing to store and jrK Cabral stated contracting equipmentK  jrK jurtagh 
asked if it would be seasonal heavy machinery and jrK Cabral stated yesK  jrK jurtagh 
asked if it will be out of the public’s view and jrK Cabral stated yes as it will be 
screenedK  jrK jazzocca stated he has no problem with this as it is an industrial area and 
it is screened inK  ee feels this is not a big dealK  jrK Cabral stated that other people on the 
street have outside storage so they don’t have a problem with thisK  jrK Conroy stated 
there was a hearing on the outside storage and it was approved and the neighbors were 
thereK  ee agrees with jrK jazzocca that this is not a big dealK  ee will ask the building 
inspector to go down to the site and make sure that what was approved has been doneK  
qhe people have had an opportunity to have their sayK 
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qhere were no comments from the publicK  jrK corsberg moved to determine that what 
was presented tonight be considered a minor modificationK  jotion seconded by jrK 
jurtagh and voted RJMJMK  jrK Cabral asked to be put onto the board’s April Qth agendaK  
jrK corsberg put NQ oenmar Avenue on our April Qth agenda at TWPM pKmK  jrK Cabral 
stated he will submit plans prior to that date and timeK 
 
T:OR p.m. eigh laks fs pubdivisionI jillbrook Avenue:  qhe applicant was 
represented by gohn AndersonI Anderson C AssociatesI talpoleI jAK  ee stated that 
jrK talsh is ready to give the town a AOMMIMMM check for the removal of ppecial 
Condition #P from the board’s decision as it relates to iot NNRK  jrK corsberg asked if 
they are looking to remove ppecial Condition #P and jrK Anderson stated yesK  qhey are 
trying to get everything squared awayK  qhe plan isn’t changingK  jrK Conroy stated that 
this goes back a while and jrK Boynton was going to negotiate thisK  jrK Conroy stated 
town counsel should tell us how to proceed as this is still an active subdivisionK  ee has 
never done anything like thisK  te are releasing jrK talsh from a ball field plus giving 
him a lotK  jrK corsberg asked if it is a buildable lot and jrK Anderson stated yesK  jrK 
corsberg asked if we are only talking about iot NNR and jrK Anderson stated yesK  jrK 
jurtagh asked if we can vote tonight to remove the restriction on iot NNR and jrK 
jazzocca stated we need town counsel because there are abutters that will be affectedK  
qhis will change the nature of the abutters’ property they have already boughtK  jrK 
Conroy asked if jrK Anderson is asking the board to lift the restrictionK  ff we do that it 
will still be with the townK  jrK Anderson stated if we give you AOMMIMMMI you aren’t 
going to keep the lotK  jrK Conroy stated you can’t change the number of lots in an 
approved subdivisionK  jrK Anderson stated they are only talking about the use of the lotK  
jrK corsberg thought that iot NNR was going to be turned over to the town as a giftK  jrK 
Conroy stated the town was going to take over iot NNR when it became a ball fieldK  jrK 
Anderson stated the immediate abutters would like a house on this lotI not a ball field 
because of trafficI carsI etcK 
 
jrK kottebart moved to ask town counsel to clarify the issues raised by the board based 
on the receipt of AOMMIMMM from gack talsh to the town to release iot NNR by removing 
ppecial Condition #P and whether or not the process should include notifying the 
abuttersK  jotion seconded by jrK jurtagh and voted RJMJMK 
 
T:4R p.m. Article POI jedical jarijuana qemporary joratorium:  jrK 
kottebart moved to waive the reading of the public hearing noticeK  jotion seconded by 
jrK jurtaghK  jotion voted RJMJMK 
 
jrK Conroy stated this article is seeking a moratorium to gune PMI OMNQK  qhey also want 
to put this in our zoning book so nothing can be built until after gune PMI OMNQK  jrK 
corsberg stated it was suppose to be in effect in ganuary of OMNPK  jrK corsberg read 
comments from the aeputy cire ChiefI Board of eealth and qown bngineerK  oobin 
ChappellI eealth AgentI was present to speak to this articleK   
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phe stated that the aepartment of mublic eealth doesn’t have regulations in place for this 
at the momentI but will be coming out with them a week from cridayK  ft is not the town’s 
intent to block thisI but they want to review the regulations and then come up with 
comparable regulations that will be right for our communityK  qhe Board of eealth and 
arugs C Alcohol Coalition are in favor of the moratoriumK  jrK jazzocca asked if she 
knows if any of the other towns are doing thisK  phe has met with other towns and most of 
them are waiting to see the ame regulationsK jsK Chappell stated that the attorney 
general agreed that gune PMI OMNQ was fairK 
 
jrK Conroy asked if this will be licensed through the Board of eealth or Board of 
pelectmenK  jsK Chappell stated probably the Board of pelectmenI similar to alcoholK  
eoweverI some of the dispensaries will have food related productsI which will come 
under the Board of eealthK  phe stated that the in the first yearI there will be PR 
dispensaries allowed with at least one in every countyK  jrK Conroy asked if the Board of 
eealth or the pelectmen can say no right now and jsK Chappell stated she doesn’t think 
so unless the moratorium is in placeK  jrK Conroy stated it will be controlled by a vote of 
five people or seven peopleK  ee doesn’t think this belongs in the woning BylawK  ft also 
would need a OLP vote from town meetingI which is not easy to getK  ee feels there should 
be a back up plan in placeK  ee stated a OLP vote would also be needed to remove it from 
our woning BylawK  ee feels it would be easier to keep it within ourselvesI but he doesn’t 
care which way it goesK  jsK Chappell stated the Board of eealth wasn’t sure if anything 
had to be done before gune PMI OMNPK  jrK Conroy stated if this doesn’t go through at 
town meetingI a dispensary could go anywhere on guly NstK  ft would be easier to vote 
with five people rather than NRMK 
 
jrK corsberg questioned there would be PR dispensaries in the ptateI but no more than 
five per county and jsK Chappell stated yesI for the first yearK  jrK corsberg asked if 
there are any limits after that and jsK Chappell stated noK  jrK corsberg asked if they 
could all go in one town and jsK Chappell stated yesK  ft is marijuana is a big business 
and it is being scoped out now as to what is best for the townK  jrK kottebart agrees with 
jrK ConroyK  ee thought it was more of a pharmaceutical thingK  jsK Chappell stated it is 
a nonJregulated drugI so it can’t go into a pharmacyK  jrK jurtagh stated he is 
disappointed with the people in jassachusetts and the way they votedK  takefield 
prohibited it and the Attorney deneral overturned thatK   qhis is like a freight train 
coming into townK  ee feels jrK Conroy is correctK  ee asked if we have to go by the 
guidelines of the aepartment of mublic eealth and jsK Chappell stated yes and we are 
waiting to see their regulationsK  qhis is happening fastK  jrK jurtagh stated that coxboro 
voted against the moratoriumK  ee feels this will only escalate to criminal and dangerous 
behaviorK  qhere is nothing in zoning that allows it now and he is totally against the 
moratoriumK  jsK Chappell stated that is why they are asking for a moratorium giving the 
towns relief until gune PMI OMNQK  jrK kottebart stated he had asked the board’s secretary 
to ask gack jee how his office would handle this and jrK jee stated he would need to 
get legal counselK  ee agrees with jrK jurtaghK   
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jsK Chappell stated the moratorium would allow them to prepare regulationsK  ff 
someone comes in with an applicationI we don’t have to act on it because the moratorium 
would be in placeK 
 
jrK Conroy stated when you put this in front of town meetingI it could go a hundred 
different waysK  jrK jurtagh stated there is nothing in our zoning book presently that 
allows thisK  jrK corsberg asked what they would apply under and jsK Chappell stated 
that there are so many questions at this point and the town needs time to figure it all outK  
phe stated we also need to figure out the cost of licensingK   jrK Conroy stated he is only 
warning her about town meetingK  jrK kottebart asked what happens after gune PMI OMNQK 
till it just go away?  jsK Chappell stated yesK  jrK Conroy stated on guly NstI it can go 
any whereK  jrK corsberg stated you would need something be next springK  jrK Conroy 
stated if the Attorney deneral thinks there is a flawI then we have nothingK   jrK jurtagh 
asked if we can ban growing and cultivating and jsK Chappell stated we need to see what 
the ptate regulations showK  As soon as the ame comes out with regulationsI we can work 
on oursK  te also need to check with town counsel to make sure what we propose is 
correctK  ff an owner has a felony in drugsI it could be deniedK  ln April NMI gohn 
Carmichael will be talking the marijuana moratorium and has invited all the oqj and 
she invited to board to attendK 
 
jrK corsberg read correspondence from aeputy cire Chief iaracyI jargaret talkerI 
Board of eealthI and Conservation CommissionK  qhere were no public commentsK 
 
jrK corsberg moved for cavorable Action to support Article POK  jotion seconded by 
jrK jazzocca and voted OJOJN EjazzoccaI corsberg in favor; jurtaghI kottebart 
against; Conroy abstainedKF 
 
8:OM p.m. korthridge carm Bond:  jichael siano was present and stated that town 
counsel did review the bond at his own expense and she came back with another bond 
form she would like him to useK  qhey asked if the board could release the covenant 
pending the fully executed bond as per the motion submitted by town counselK  ft is 
unfortunate there is a delayK  jrK Conroy stated that the process had been started and now 
jark doodI the town’s finance director is goneI but town counsel has outlined the 
procedureK  ee is not in favor of doing it this wayI but will go along with it because town 
counsel has outlined itK 
 
jrK kottebart moved that the mlanning Board voteI as to the korthridge carm 
pubdivision mrojectI to approve the attached pubdivision purety Bond Agreement EbxK AF 
and to release the attached pubdivision purety Covenant EbxK BF and execute the attached 
oelease of pubdivision Covenant EbxK CFI but that the oelease of pubdivision Covenant 
EbxK CF shall be held in escrow by the mlanning Board and not released to the pubdivision 
Applicant for recording unless and until all of the following conditions have been 
satisfiedW  
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ENF the pubdivision Applicant provides the mlanning Board and the qownDs qreasurer with 
a fully executed pubdivision purety Bond Agreement EbxK AF;  
EOF the pubdivision Applicant provides the mlanning Board and the qown qreasurer with 
a proper surety bond instrument from the surety companyI to support the pubdivision 
purety Bond Agreement EbxK AF;  
EPF qown Counsel has reviewed the surety bond instrument and opined that the 
instrument is in full conformance with the conditions and requirements of the pubdivision 
purety Bond Agreement EbxK AF and is otherwise proper as to form and has been 
executed by an authorized person; and  
EQF the qown qreasurer has reviewed the subdivision surety bond instrument and 
provided confirmation to the mlanning Board that the surety bond company and its bond 
instrument are financially sufficientI based upon the qreasurerDs financial expertiseK  
 
jotion seconded by jrK jazzoccaK 
 
jrK Conroy stated we release the covenant and accept the bond all subject to final review 
by town counselK  te are releasing it within our voteI but not to the applicant at this timeK 
 
jotion voted RJMJMK 
 
8:PR p.m. qall mines pubdivision:  jrK corsberg stated the applicant is represented 
by AttyK mhilip jacchi ffK  jsK talker stated this all started with review of the 
subdivision documents by town counselK  jsK talker gave them to the applicant’s 
counsel who had comments and  then they were sent back to town counsel who thought 
the ancient way was being relocatedI but that issue went away after an explanation was 
givenK  jsK talker questioned town counsel if tonight’s hearing can go forward or does 
it need to be continued until the new ad publishes and town counsel recommends that the 
list be obtained and that the new notice be mailed and advertised announcing the next 
public hearing session dateI provided that there is time to do soK  ff there is notI then town 
counsel recommends that at the next public hearing session there be a continuance to 
allow enough time for the notice and advertising to take place and then resume the 
hearing in progressK  AttyK jacchi has an issue with thatK  jrK corsberg stated that town 
counsel feels we should properly notice the abutters where work will be doneK  AttyK 
jacchi disagrees with town counselK   qhey have never gone down this roadK  qhis is the 
same as the talsh BrosK Construction on cisher ptreetI eigh laksI ComstockI kiden 
toodsI eollowdale carmI dranite bstatesK  qhey did notice abutters within PMM’ 
although they were only required to notice direct abuttersK  qhis has never been 
questioned before and they have just gone through the process to renotice the abutters 
before this hearingK   then does this end?  there does it stop?  till the board be asking 
for title assurance on every forthcoming subdivision?  qhe title examination went back to 
the NUMM’s to find out where the road wentK  ee is asking that this hearing go forwardK  
jrK Conroy stated he is talking about things not under the board’s purview;  iKeI drainageI 
off site improvementsI etcK  qhey need the slope easements to build the road and that is 
under our purviewK  vou can’t construct the road without slope easementsK  lur plans are 
encompassing with pewer and tater and the Conservation CommissionK   
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jrK jerrikin stated this board does do drainage as it is in our zoning bookK  jrK Conroy 
stated you could do it on site if you choose and you could figure out a way to build the 
road without slope easementsK  jrK jerrikin agreedK   
 
Bob  coxI applicantI stated are you saying you have never approved a subdivision with a 
slope easement on an abutter’s lot?  jrK Conroy stated no because typically it is down the 
middle of the subdivision and you would own both sidesK  qhe law is the lawK  vou are 
using the abutters land to build the roadK  jrK jerrikin stated we had a subdivision with a 
paper streetK   qhe abutter owns half and they own halfI but that could be changed 
because this is an ancient wayI not a paper streetK  ff they thought it would be a problemI 
they would have moved it off the property lineK  ee believes he has the right to build on 
this street just like the neighbors doK  jrK Conroy stated the issue is that town counsel’s 
opinion is based on the slope easementsK  jrK corsberg stated the issue comes down to 
you need the easementI it doesn’t matter how much area or slopeK  ft doesn’t matter if it is 
a big or small slope changeK 
 
jrK jacchi stated if you look at the easementsI it could be NM’ or S”K  qhe property 
granting the easement is not owned by the applicantK  qhe law is you notice land in the 
subdivisionK  ft is a homeowner saying they would rather have a slope than a wallK  jrK 
kottebart stated that trying to read this is confusingK  pome of flana nuirk’s comments 
are about unsigned documentsK  Before the board votesI we need signed documentsK  qhis 
started on peptember SI OMNO and he doesn’t think the applicant was ready at that time to 
go forwardK  jrK jacchi stated he was not in the process at that timeK  jrK kottebart 
stated they need to withdraw or we need to voteK  jrK Conroy stated we were suppose to 
open the hearing on peptember SI OMNO but didn’t because the applicant did not notice the 
abuttersK  jrK jacchi stated he got involved in the first meeting in kovemberK  jrK 
Conroy stated he is not sure that town counsel knew this subdivision had already been 
startedK  that happened between town counsel and jrK jacchi is stuff that should have 
been discussed at our meetingK  flana nuirk is our counsel and we will not go against herK  
qhe applicant should start over and refile again properlyK 
 
jrK jurtagh stated this is like a bouncing ballK  qhere are so many plans and so many 
changesK  S” is not much of a slope easementK  qhese problems call for a new hearingK  
jrK jazzocca stated we may have already noticed the correct abutters because we 
noticed abutters within PMM’K  jrK Conroy stated there was information going back and 
forth outside of the public hearingK  te are the process and that was going on behind usK  
ee wants something that everyone likes and is not appealableK  qhe simplest way is to 
withdraw without prejudice and get with town counsel before you come backK  jrK 
jerrikin asked about the feesK  jrK Conroy stated this has been going on since 
peptemberK  jrK jerrikin stated that Big v is not an abutter that requires the slope workK  
ft is only the direct abutters to the three lots on eigh mlain qerraceK   
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jrK Conroy he is questioning the slope easements and the stuff that has gone on behind 
the sceneK  jrK corsberg agrees with jrK ConroyK  ee asked if we have ever noticed 
anyone outside a subdivision and jrK Conroy no because in the past stated those were 
utility easementsK 
 
jrK jazzocca stated we have an opinion from town counsel and he doesn’t see how we 
as a board can ignore itI which ends this conversation as far as he is concernedK 
 
jrK jacchi stated they will get a direct abutters list from the AssessorsK  ff they have 
been noticedI there is no reason to send another noticeK  qhey only need to do direct 
abuttersK  ff they didn’tI he completely respects the board’s opinion and will then do soK  
ff they haveI there is no reason to do it againK   jrK corsberg stated those three properties 
on eigh mlain qerrace are not part of this subdivisionK  jrK kottebart stated that he feels 
the public hearing process is important to the people who live in that areaK  ee still 
doesn’t understand the issues surrounding the ancient wayK  ee has read this stuff for 
hours and talked with jaggieK  ee feels like they weren’t ready in peptember to move 
forwardK  jrK jerrikin stated that when they filed the subdivision applicationI a question 
came up when jsK talker reviewed it and asked what to do with the ancient wayK  jrK 
cox stated there was a misunderstanding with town counsel as she thought they were 
moving the ancient wayI but they have never changed thatK  jrK kottebart asked if this 
was in the call and jrK cox stated yesK  jsK talker disagreedK  jrK jerrikin stated the 
question never came up until a few weeks agoK  jrK kottebart stated the public hearing 
process suffers if we don’t have all the informationK  jrK jerrikin stated if the neighbors 
had concernsI they would be hereK  jrK cox stated the neighbors were noticed twiceK  jrK 
corsberg stated we can’t go against our town counselK  jrK cox stated he will do it overI 
but is not sure how to reapply or resubmitK  jrK jerrikin stated plans should be doneK  
jrK  corsberg stated they need to check on the abutters list as they said they had gone 
beyond what was requiredK   jrK corsberg suggested they withdraw without prejudice and 
start cleanK  jrK jerrikin stated okayI but he would refile the exact same informationK  
qhe board doesn’t have to make a decision for NPR days once he files itK  qechnicallyI he 
can’t press for an approval until thenK  jrK kottebart stated he feels jrK jerrikin is 
making this our faultK  f would question how much f paid you if f were the applicantK  
then things are cleanI we can move them pretty quicklyK  jrK corsberg stated he never 
heard of an ancient way before thisK  jrK jacchi suggested if they withdraw without 
prejudiceI would the board consider waiving the filing feeK  jrK Conroy asked if 
withdrawal hinges on the filing feeK  jrK jacchi stated that is a reasonable request that 
his client is askingK  qhey have already agreed to do the renoticeK  jrK jacchi 
respectfully asked to withdraw this application without prejudiceK  jrK corsberg moved to 
allow the applicant to withdraw without prejudice as per request of his attorneyK  jotion 
seconded by jrK jurtagh and voted RJMJMK 
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jrK jacchi asked that the filing fee be waived when they refile the qall mines 
subdivisionK  jrK corsberg moved to waive the filing fee for the qall mines subdivision as 
per request of the applicant’s attorney when the application is refiledK jotion seconded 
by jrK jurtagh and voted PJOJM EkottebartI ConroyFK 
 
jrK corsberg explained to the abutters that the applicant has withdrawn this application 
and will most likely be refiling a new oneK 
 
V:PM p.m. iuboldI OR4 mlimpton ptreetI Case ko. NP-N:  jrK corsberg read the 
public hearing noticeK  qhe applicant was represented by AttyK maul pchneidersI CantonK  
e stated that jrK iuboldI also presentI lives at ORQ mlimpton ptreetK 
 
jrK BrodmerkleI pite aesign bngineeringI stated as a result of last night’s meeting with 
the woning Board of AppealsI they had to generate two new parking spaces because the 
woning Board didn’t want them out frontK  AttyK pchneiders stated the applicant has 
talked about putting landscaping where the parking spaces were out frontK 
 
jrK corsberg read comments from the woning BoardI molice aepartmentI cire 
aepartmentI Conservation CommissionI pewer C tater and Board of eealthK   
 
jsK talker questioned the proposed S’ vinyl fenceK  phe stated if something is going to 
be done on other than the subject propertyI it has to be shown on the planK  phe stated  the 
latest plan doesn’t show drainage for the new drivewayK  jrK Brodmerkle stated he will 
provide stormwater managementI but has just learned that the woning Board wanted the 
spaces out front movedK  jrK pchneiders stated that could be a condition of approvalK  ee 
stated that another condition could be there must be a S’ high fence unless jrK jarini 
landscapes the area to the satisfaction of the mlanning BoardK  oegarding the fenceI jrK 
Conroy asked why it wasn’t on the original plan and who requested itK  jrK Brodmerkle 
stated they have just enough space to comply with the woning BylawI but not enough 
space for a hedgeK  jrK Conroy asked why they need shrubs and jrK Brodmerkle stated it 
would look betterK  jrK Conroy asked if they wanted it and jrK Brodmerkle stated yesK  
jrK jurtagh asked if the building conforms now because they moved two parking spaces 
and removed the porch and jrK pchneiders stated yesK  jrK kottebart feels the 
landscaping will greatly improve the area and jrK iubold agreesK  jrK jarini stated they 
will be doing extensive landscapingK  jrK jurtagh asked if everything is done and jrK 
jarini stated yesK  jrK Conroy stated they needed to do this so they would have a clear 
titleI and it should have been recommended by the previous design engineerK  jrK iubold 
feels that everything is now very much improvedK 
 
qhere were no comments from the publicK  jsK talker stated they need to come back 
with construction details with regard to the drainageK 
 
jrK corsberg moved to close the public hearingK  jotion seconded by jrK kottebart and 
voted RJMJMK 
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jrK Conroy moved to approve the site plan at ORQ mlimpton ptreet with the board’s 
standard conditions and one special condition that states the town engineer will work 
with the applicant to subsequently improve the drainage layout ncuding the landscapingK  
jotion seconded by jrK kottebart and voted RJMJMK 
 
qime CardsW  jrK corsberg moved to approve the board secretary’s time cardsK  jotion 
seconded by jrK jazzocca and voted RJMJMK 
 
jrK corsberg reminded the board that they were asked to attend the jarch ORth meeting 
of the cinance Committee at TWPM pKmK to discuss the ANRIMMM in the budget for a 
consultantK 
 
ft was movedI seconded and voted to adjournK  qhe meeting adjourned at NMWMM pKmK 
 
    oespectfully submittedI 
 
 
    gohn jurtaghI Clerk 
Accepted QLQLNP 


